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ABSTRACT 
This essay turns to reality television to perform trans of color 
criticism. Taking as its analytic focus the embodied performance – 
and concomitant mediated production – of whiteness by Asian 
American drag queen competitor Gia Gunn on the reality 
competition series RuPaul’s Drag Race [Bailey, F., Barbato, R., 
Campbell, T., RuPaul, Corfe, S., Post, P., & Salangsang, M. 
(Executive Producers). (2012). RuPaul’s drag race all stars [TV 
series]. World of Wonder Productions]. We argue that Gia exploits 
what Nishime, L. [(2017). Mixed race matters. Cinema Journal, 56 
(3), 148–152. https://doi.org/10.1353/cj.2017.0031] calls the 
“perceived malleability of Asianness,” allowing her to perform a 
queer version of white womanhood. In turn, media producers 
orientalize Gia’s performance, effectively constructing a trans 
femme formation in transmisogynistic terms. In turn, and in the 
words of Nakayama, T. [(2012). Dis/orienting identities. In 
A. Gonzalez, M. Houston, & Y. Chen (Eds.), Our voices (pp. 20–25). 
Oxford University Press], the racialized trans formation “dis/ 
orients” mediated tropes constraining Asianness. 
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Introduction 

At the close of 2018, Asian American (AA) transsexual woman and drag performer, Gia 
Gunn,1 graced the fourth season of RuPaul’s Drag Race All Stars (Bailey et al., 2012) – a 
spin-off of the original hit series RuPaul’s Drag Race (RPDR) (Bailey et al., 2012) – 
making her the first out transsexual woman to compete in RuPaul’s commercial drag 
enterprise, her Asianness eclipsed by the whiteness of spectacularized trans arrivals. 
Gia’s stint was short, having placed eighth out of ten competitors. Nonetheless, her 
appearance accomplished its rhetorical ends: Impressing that RuPaul has remedied his 
anti-trans politic (Cuby, 2018). For perspective, a year prior, in 2017, Viacom-owned 
VH1 took RPDR’s financial helm, placing it on the broader public market and, in 
turn, under greater scrutiny, forcing RuPaul to reconcile his public investment in anti-
transness with changing cultural mores that want for symbolic inclusion in white cishe-
teropatriarchal terms. To put it bluntly, RuPaul’s drag empire is predicated on exclusion 
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of differences barring entry into the cisheteropatriarchal imaginary; and whiteness pro-
vides a discursive conduit through which RuPaul’s drag empire is able to perform an 
exclusionary form of liberal inclusion. In turn, a trans formation that served cishetero-
normative ends, in U.S. (white) nationalist terms, was precisely what the franchise 
sought and found in Gia. 

Gia’s intelligibility as the first out transsexual woman is predicated on her capacity to 
embody racialized gender formations that inherit, develop, and do not threaten, cisheter-
opatriarchy. For transsexual women, mediated representations tend to privilege tropes of 
the “good transsexual,” defined in and through ideological idealizations of relationally 
and corporeally constituted white womanhood (Skidmore, 2011; Stryker, 2009); with 
most popular representations framing transsexual women as pathetic, predatory, fake, 
or just plain dead (Lester, 2015; Miller, 2015; Serano, 2009). In the U.S., white woman-
hood signifies white supremacy’s biologically asserted reproductive conduit constituted 
through domesticity, respectability, and heterosexuality (Lugones, 2003; Skidmore, 
2011). From the vantage of African feminist philosopher Oyĕwùmí (1997, pp. ix–x), 
the U.S. is organized through a “bio-logic” that draws on biologically deterministic dis-
courses to interpret, distinguish, and hierarchize bodies in terms of cultural uses and 
functions. Taken together, the ideology of white womanhood and the corporeality of 
white women’s bodies work in concert to discursively and materially secure and 
advance whiteness and white supremacy in relation to/with white cisheteropatriarchal 
supremacy (McIntosh, 2020; Moon, 1999). 

The figure of the good transsexual, is, save for her sex and gender difference, just like 
any other woman – constituted in service of (white) cisheteropatriarchy. In short, Gia’s 
intelligibility as the first out transsexual woman drag competitor is mediated by her 
capacity to work in concert with white womanhood. As Tourmaline et al. (2017) 
caution, it is a trap. Gia is caught in the “trap of the visual” in which the impact of 
her representational inclusion does more for RuPaul than it does for trans femme of 
color2 survival (Tourmaline et al., 2017, p. xv). Focusing on Gia as the first out transsex-
ual woman drag competitor privileges the dictates of racialized gender binarism on which 
white womanhood depends. Said differently, spectacularized trans arrivals overshadow 
racialized gender formations that flourish regardless. 

This essay performs trans of color critique, attending to the communicative consti-
tution of ambiguity at the intersections of race, sex/gender, and sexuality. To accomplish 
this, we turn not to Gia’s 2018 entrance as the first out transsexual woman but to her 2014 
entrance into RuPaul’s drag empire, when she presented – not identified – as a “man” 
(Seid, 2016). We find that while 2018 marks Gia’s gender being as an intelligible trans-
sexual woman, 2014 marks Gia’s becoming, not as a transsexual woman, but as an (AA 
trans) femme. Our analysis reveals a complex process through which Gia exploits the 
ambiguities animating what Nishime (2017, p. 149) terms the “perceived malleability 
of Asianness”. In doing so, Gia leverages the white feminine edges constituting Asianness 
in the (white cishetero) popular imaginary, which media producers in turn orientalize in 
transmisogynistic terms. 

Racialized transmisogyny organizes the everyday lives of trans femmes of color, whose 
means of survival are criminalized and surveilled. Among the vastness constituting trans 
femme of color experiences, Asian trans femmes, especially those who are light-skinned, 
like Gia Gunn, report experiencing less anti-trans violence compared to Black, Brown, 
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and Indigenous trans femmes (Sugano et al., 2006). Still, in the (white cishetero) popular 
imagination, Asianness represents an existential threat – Yellow Peril; China Virus; Kung 
Flu – to be contained (Lee, 1999). One way to contain the threat is through the discursive 
framing of Asian men as asexual and effeminate, and Asian women as sexually available 
and docile (Ono & Pham, 2009). In all, Asians are racialized in gendered terms such that 
“Asianness” comes to represent relational passivity. However, Asian trans femmes 
trouble the racialized gender binary on which the mediated (white) cishetero gaze has 
depended to construct and pacify Asianness. 

We argue that Gia Gunn – communicatively constituted as Asian trans femme 
through orientalized transmisogyny – troubles both (1) the controlling image of the 
“good transsexual” constituted in/through white womanhood (Skidmore, 2011), and 
(2) typified representations of gay Asian – “gaysian” –men (Han, 2015). Taken together, 
media makers orientalize Gia’s queer performance of white womanhood, effectively con-
structing an Asian trans femme subject in transmisogynistic terms. In turn, Gia’s racia-
lized gender is read as decidedly incommensurable with the dictates of both white 
womanhood and gaysian men producing a distinctly AA trans femme formation. In 
Nakayama’s (2012) words, Gia “dis/orients” Asianness in the (white cishetero) popular 
imaginary. In the end, Gia’s dis/orienting performance offers a blueprint for evading 
white cisheteropatriarchy’s interpellating grasp. 

Four turns shape the rest of this essay. First, we implicate RPDR’s normalization of 
drag as a white monolith on which RuPaul’s drag empire depends for mass consumption. 
Second, we tease out the specificity of trans of color criticism (TOCC), fused with insight 
gleaned from critical mixed-race studies. The goal is to, first, interrogate and refuse the 
whiteness constituting trans intelligibility and to, second, critically account for the com-
municative constitution of ambiguity. Third, we analyze the mediated production of 
orientalizing transmisogyny showing it to be a disciplinary means that inadvertently con-
structs a dis/orienting performance of (AA trans) femme regardless. Fourth and finally, 
we close our essay theorizing the implications of our findings. 

Normalizing RuPaul’s drag 

RPDR is a competitive reality television series in which drag queen performers compete 
for cash, prizes, and the title “America’s Next Drag Superstar.” World of Wonder 
(WOW) has produced RPDR for LogoTV since its 2009 debut and, since 2017, 
Viacom-owned VH1, which has in turn marked an increase in production funding. 
WOW has catalyzed a multi-million-dollar global enterprise capitalizing on femme for-
mations. Drawing on an extraction logic, RuPaul exploits the diverse femme formations 
drag queen performers serve on the mediated stage. Like Hoskin (2017, p. 99), we take 
femme to be a form of “divergent femininity” that refuses white cisheteronormative rela-
tional logics (Hobson, 2015). Lang/Levitsky (2021, p. 1) reminds, femme’s political edge 
emerged out of “specific queer contexts and lineages that have a politics woven into their 
aesthetics.” Femme both refuses and dismantles racist cisheteropatriarchy’s structuring 
logic while “inhabit[ing] its ruins resistantly” through aesthetics procured to periperfor-
matively communicate connection (Malatino, 2020, p. 33). To be femme is to thus 
“identify with, not as” femme (Lang/Levitsky, 2021, p.  6)  – that is to say, to identify 
with queer relational others who communally labor toward survival (Piepzna-
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Samarasinha, 2008). In this light, RuPaul must de-queer femme’s political edge, render-
ing it in terms of capitalist worth rather than communal survival. The result has included 
non-U.S. spin-offs expanding RuPaul’s U.S.-centric drag empire. Given this quick U.S.-
centric global sprawl, the question of “inclusion” is a tricky one. 

Moving what has been largely relegated to gay bar nightlife to the popular cultural 
stage has required the normalization of queerness for a mass audience. We thus under-
stand RPDR drag as “commercial drag,” which Muñoz (1997, p. 85) characterizes as “a 
sanitized and desexualized queer subject for mass consumption, representing a certain 
strand of integrationist liberal pluralism.” To this we add: RPDRs drag de-politicizes 
the relational means through which trans femme of color survival is secured outside, 
while navigating, settler institutions. This is not to minimize the radical potential of 
drag performance. Rather, our point is that the radical potential that drag performance 
promises (read: the “reality” part of performance) is  filtered through a U.S.-centric cul-
tural lens of intelligibility that media production apparatuses rely on for mass consump-
tion (read: the “television” part of production). This lens favors normativity across 
intersections of difference. Reality television production provides a rich site for exploring 
racial ideologies (Pardo, 2013). Specifically, reality television producers shape ideologi-
cally salient cultural narratives derived of hundreds of hours of content, made for 
mass consumption, by an audience always already primed to interpret representation 
through a narrow lens of racialized intelligibility, under the self-fulfilling guise of 
“reality” (Bell-Jordan, 2008). Schroeder (2006, p. 181) punctuates the point characteriz-
ing reality television production as “the manipulated portrayal of unscripted action to 
create a politically and ideologically scripted viewer response.” Whiteness provides the 
strategic ground that shapes the manipulation of unscripted action in terms that are 
both intelligible and non-threatening to white cisheteropatriarchy (Nakayama & 
Krizek, 1995). 

In order to explore the ways Gia takes up whiteness, we implicate ambiguity (Nishime, 
2017). Specifically, we explore the ways whiteness rhetorically co-opts ambiguity’s inco-
herencies effectively disambiguating ambiguity even as it purports its own incoherency. 
Such contradictions “are central to the dynamic lines of power that resecure the strategic, 
not tactical, space of whiteness” (Nakayama & Krizek, 1995, p. 303). Thus, we understand 
race less as a stable category and more as a cultural production pressing us to inquire: 
Who, through the interpellating lens of whiteness, “is conceived of as White, who as a 
person of color, and the consequences of these conceptions within the space of the 
show” (Dubrofsky & Hardy, 2008, p. 375). Informed by Nishime (2017, p. 152), we 
understand race less as a “fact” of the body and more as an “effect of a communicative 
exchange” (Ono & Cheung, 2019). In turn, we conceptualize whiteness as a performative 
utterance, enacted in relational context, and that implicates, but does not necessarily 
imply, white bodies (Toyosaki, 2016). Indeed, while discursively constituted, whiteness 
is materially enacted, “reclaiming” itself in the wake of growing global fascism through 
“discursive tactics” including the embodiment of whiteness by people of color (McIntosh 
et al., 2019, p. 3). Squires (2007, p. 165) adds, “Whiteness is adjusting to the new racial 
landscape in a way that retains certain color barriers and reframes others” (Spencer, 
2014). In short, the capacity to embody whiteness is – and enables greater access to – cul-
tural capital (Harris, 1993). As such, whiteness regards both discursivity as well as the 
materiality that shapes racial experience (LuLevitt & Calafell, 2019). 
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In total, we understand whiteness as a discursive front that materially mediates the 
communicative constitution of ambiguity writ large (Rabin, 2012). Critical media scho-
lars find that RPDR draws on static and racist representations of race, effectively securing 
whiteness as a core organizing logic enabling cishomonormative inclusion in the (white 
cishetero) popular imagination (Jenkins, 2017; Upadhyay, 2019). Strings and Bui (2014, 
p. 826) observe, whereas “gender drifts and drags” on RPDR, “blackness is held constant” 
such that gender incoherence requires racial coherence. We develop Strings and Bui’s 
(2014) observations and interrogate the production of whiteness through ambiguous per-
formances by, and productions of, Gia, whose racialized gender intelligibility is discur-
sively triangulated as ambiguous relative to the presumably static fronts constituting 
whiteness and blackness (Kim, 1999). We turn to TOCC to help shape our complex 
argument. 

Trans of (ambiguous) color criticism 

We position our exploration of racialized transness in conversation with queer intercul-
tural communication (QIC) scholars. QIC scholars interrogate the violence of normativ-
ity across intersections of difference with focus placed on queer subjects and subjectivity 
in intercultural contexts (Chávez, 2013; Eguchi & Asante, 2016; Eguchi & Calafell, 2020). 
This research has included studies in non-Western and transnational queer identity for-
mations (Cheah & Singaravelu, 2017; Goltz et al., 2016; Huang & Brouwer, 2018), queer 
relationality and worldmaking (Eguchi, 2015; Eguchi & Long, 2019; Gutierrez-Perez & 
Andrade, 2018), mentoring and pedagogy (Calafell & Gutierrez-Perez, 2018; Pattisapu 
& Calafell, 2012), and transness (Johnson, 2013; Yep et al., 2015), for example. 
Notably, and particular to our project, QIC scholars have developed queer of color criti-
cism (QOCC) (Eguchi & Kimura, 2020; Eguchi et al., 2018; Howard, 2014). In Gutierrez-
Perez’s (2015, p. 90) words, QOCC implicates the whiteness of queer theory and facili-
tates a “counter-theoretical space that actively resists multiple forms of oppression” 
(see also Eguchi & Washington, 2016). Alexander (2017, p. 296) adds, QOCC performs 
an “incisive examination” implicating the communicative constitution of racialized het-
erosexism grounded in the materiality of lived experience as/of queer folks of color. Simi-
larly, TOCC implicates the communicative constitution of racialized gender grounded in 
the materiality of lived experience as/of trans and gender non-conforming folks of color, 
queer and otherwise. 

TOCC is an intersectional analytic praxis that recognizes that while anti-trans stigma 
and cisheterosexist structural oppression affects even the most privileged of trans for-
mations i.e., white, financially secure, thin, able-bodied, attractive, etc., white supremacy 
– anti-blackness and inti-indigeneity, in particular – mediates gender intelligibility. 
Indeed, TOCC understands gender intelligibility as relationally imbricated through 
whiteness, white supremacy, and white cisheteropatriarchy (Krell, 2017). For example, 
while trans folks of color have long refused normative gender interpellation, thriving 
outside of the dictates of whiteness, “transsexuality,” as a legible category of cultural rec-
ognition, arrived as a scientific accomplishment during the post-war Atomic Age – a 
mid-twentieth Century development in modern science that revealed “the capacity to 
remake the white body into a binary form” (Gill-Peterson, 2018, p. 610). The moment 
popularized by the spectacularization of U.S. Army Veteran Christine Jorgensen’s 
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publicized gender confirmation surgery (Stryker, 1999). Jorgensen’s heteronormative 
feminine whiteness and veteran white body came to shape an ideal trans feminine 
subject in the (white cishetero) popular imaginary (Skidmore, 2011). In turn, trans 
femmes of color, particularly those who cannot or do not, desire nor aspire to, white 
hetero femininities, or those who cannot or will not advance the U.S. empire through 
military service, were/are racialized as unintelligible, monstrous – threats to nation 
stability. 

TOCC enables us to implicate and refuse spectacularized trans arrivals as that wit-
nessed in 2018, when Gia is spectacularized as the first out transsexual woman drag com-
petitor. Instead, we look to Gia’s 2014 RPDR entrance, when her queer embodiment of 
white womanhood was shaped by the dictates of the (white) cishetero gaze. We thus read 
the ways transness is projected onto Gia’s body through racialized transmisogyny. While 
TOCC interrogates racialized cisheterosexist marginalization, Gia’s queer gender is 
specifically disciplined through what we term “orientalized transmisogyny,” effectively 
rendering a trans femme of color formation that draws on, while troubling, the white 
feminine edges constituting Asianness in the (white cishetero) popular imaginary. The 
specificity of trans femme of color matters to our TOCC as the (white) cishetero gaze 
signals, in Wark’s (2021, p. 1) theorization, “a looking that harbors anxiety about the slip-
pages and transformations between genders, but which also harbors desires for those 
transitions as well.” That femme makes its “politics visible and recognizable, on our 
bodies and beyond them,” suggests the (white) cishetero gaze may work to contain 
Gia as threat – as an Asian threat and as a femme of color who threatens corporeal coher-
ence (Lang/Levitsky, 2021, p. 1). 

Informed by mixed-race studies, Nishime (2017, p.150) argues for a “turn toward the 
visual and, more specifically, to the incommensurability of the image and the ‘fact’ of 
race” when studying AA media and representation. We do not read Gia as mixed-race 
so much as we read her Asianness through a mixed-race lens that interrogates the mate-
riality of ambiguity. Following Tourmaline et al. (2017, p. xviii), we perform a “different 
visual grammar” that accounts for the ambiguous co-constitution of difference (Daniel 
et al., 2014). For racially ambiguous folks in the U.S., it is key to note that there is a 
material difference distinguishing the capacity and “choice” to pass as white in order 
to survive the violence of white supremacy and being forced into blackness as a result 
of the same disciplinary violence (Joseph, 2013). In total, whiteness strategically asserts 
itself as a discursive frame through which racial ambiguity becomes intelligible relative 
to the presumed stability defining whiteness and blackness. Similarly, Asian bodies are 
interpellated as ambiguous in triangulated relation to both whiteness and blackness 
(Kim, 1999). 

Indeed, for Asians in America and Asian Americans, the question of ambiguity is 
rooted in historically sedimented orientalist fantasies in the white imagination that emas-
culate Asian men while hypersexualizing Asian women (Han, 2015; Nakayama, 1994). 
AA trans femmes trouble these paths. Caught between constraining anti-Asian stereo-
types, Gia navigates white cishetero nationalist fantasies that seek to pacify Asianness. 
She accomplishes this by exploiting the incoherencies constituting the perceived ambigu-
ity of Asianness. In QIC research, ambiguity is derived of lived experience as/of trans and 
queer subjects. The resulting ontological insight lends itself to epistemic ends (Baugh-
Harris & Calafell, 2019; LeMaster et al., 2020). For instance, Gutierrez-Perez (2015) 
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develops jotería critique arguing the ambiguity of hybridity disrupts systems of domina-
tion and oppression. Hybridity in this context refers to mestizas/os within Latinx culture. 
Legacies of colonialist violence mark what Anzaldúa (1999) terms mestiza/o conscious-
ness, which affirms ambiguity as a mode of embodied survival against coloniality. For 
mestizas/os, ambiguity provides an embodied means of realizing and navigating the per-
formative boundaries delimiting subjectivity. We join these scholars in advancing our 
interrogation of ambiguity. 

In its most general sense, ambiguity refers to a proliferation of simultaneous interpret-
ation(s). Perniola (2010, p.3) traces the emergence of the Latin prefix ambi suggesting the 
term, ambiguus (combination of ambi [both] and agere [to move]), entered the English 
language in the 16th century. This ancient articulation of ambiguity referred to unre-
solved “double meanings.” Given this ancient framing, equivocations are hard to 
resolve without grounding criteria. Over time, this ancient articulation gave way to 
modern sensibilities that attributed a positive value to a “polyvalence of interpretations” 
(Perniola, 2010, p.3). At the same time, and leading up and into the twentieth century, 
Western empires colonized the globe, and with it, the violent imposition of rigid categ-
orical criteria privileging Western sensibilities. Lugones (2003, p. 123) remarks, coloni-
ality breaks ambiguity down into “pure elements … for the purposes of control. 
Control over creativity.” She adds, “If it is ambiguous it is threatening because it is crea-
tive, changing, defiant of norms meant to subdue it” (Lugones 2003, p. 144). By the close 
of the twentieth century, and coupled with the rise of postmodernism, ambiguity became 
increasingly marked by the “annihilation of any communicative power” enabling ambi-
guity to be anything a performer/producer desires (Perniola, 2010, p. 4). We can locate 
egregious exploitations of this sort in the performance/production of Nkechi Amare 
Diallo (previously Rachel Dolezal), a white woman who lives in blackface (McIntosh, 
2020). In short, whiteness casts a discursive frame that delimits the potentiality in ambi-
guity’s incoherencies. The discursive frame constricting racial ambiguity is the result of a 
history of racial antagonisms constituting U.S. empire. 

Mixed-race experience in the U.S. is marked by a history of violence. This violence has 
worked in service of securing the alleged “purity” of whiteness. Because, in the words of 
Shoat and Stam (1994, p. 138), “colonized people are projected as body rather than 
mind,” both indigenous land and bodies were/are colonized and settled. Colonizers 
and settlers accomplish/ed this through both physical and sexual violence (Smith, 
2003). These violences constitute/d the institution of slavery, too. The drive to protect 
white women’s so-called “purity” justified the brutalization and murder of Black men, 
for example. Meanwhile, Black women were understood as dehumanized reproductive 
conduits through which white terrorists could produce labor. In 1662, the Virginia 
House of Burgesses set the standard for this brutal practice through the codification of 
partus sequitur ventrem into colonial law stating “all children borne in this country 
shall be held bond or free only according to the condition of the mother” (Hening, 
1823a, p. 170). And in 1691, Virginia once more led the colonies in banning interracial 
marriage: In order to prevent that “abominable mixture and spurious issue” (Hening, 
1823b, pp. 86–87). Over two centuries later, Virginia strengthened its anti-miscegenation 
laws through the proposed Racial Integrity Act of 1924, which defined a white person as 
one “who has no trace whatsoever of any blood other than Caucasian.” While interracial 
marriage was already banned, the Act explicitly barred whites from marrying Asians and 
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other folks of color who were not considered “white” nor “colored” at the time. The 
resulting hypodescent “one-drop rule” is a racist social convention that pre-determines 
race based on nearness to blackness. Further, the Act effectively erased Indigeneity 
and brownness from the racial landscape, constructing a hegemonic black/white racial 
binary (Endo, 2014). While the one-drop rule is now formally defunct, and was never 
formally codified into federal law, its effect continues to reverberate in how racial ambi-
guity is interpreted. 

The twentieth century closed with the rise of mixed-race social movements committed 
to opening the discursive terrain (Daniel et al., 2014). These movements tended to sub-
scribe to a post-race vision in which racial mixedness proved the resolution of U.S. 
racism. In these frameworks, racial ambiguity offers discursive resistance to white supre-
macy’s monoracial imperative. Missing in these liberal utterances are material bases that 
account for the materiality of lived experience as ambiguous subjects who are granted 
and denied material privileges in triangulated relation to whiteness – blackness. Sexton 
(2008) critiques the whiteness constituting such mixed-race discourses as drawing on 
anti-blackness while perpetuating sexual racism (see also Joseph, 2013). The point: 
Ambiguity is neither wholly productive nor wholly destructive and it can facilitate resist-
ance to – while reifying – whiteness (McKibbin, 2014; Rowe & Malhotra, 2007). With our 
TOCC framework set against this historic backdrop, we turn to the mediated stage. 

Performing (AA trans) femme on RuPaul’s Drag Race 

In this section, we analyze Gia’s queer performance of white womanhood and the con-
comitant mediated production of an orientalizing gaze. The resulting AA trans femme 
formation refuses both the image of the “good transsexual” and typified representations 
of gaysian men, a point we will turn to as we close our essay. We turn first to Gia’s per-
formance of white womanhood. 

Performing white womanhood 

In their queer AA critique, Eguchi (2019) analyzes trans-mediated representations of AA 
model and actor Peter Le, arguing homonormative queerness allows for AA cisgender 
men to embody whiteness. We find that white womanhood allows for Gia to embody 
the same. In her groundbreaking study tracing mediated archetypes of white woman-
hood, McIntosh (2019, p. 101) proffers the “White Pinup.” The White Pinup is a 
“fragile” mediated archetype, the intelligibility of which is “intensely rooted on matching 
the specific White idealized body.” Like the White Pinup, Gia turns to her body as self-
evident proof of her womanhood. Unlike the White Pinup, Gia must minimize her differ-
ence (e.g., Asian face) while emphasizing her capacity to satiate the (white) cishetero 
gaze. Scholars have long traced the ways Asianness is racialized as inferior to whiteness 
(Chen, 2020). Particular to gaysians, Eguchi (2014, p. 283) finds that the gaysian body is 
framed as a “feminine, passive, and submissive Other” relative to the white hypermascu-
linity privileged under homonormative queerness. This binarized logic seeks to pacify the 
existential Asian threat. Said differently, Gia’s Asianness affords her the capacity to ride 
the edge of whiteness in ways her fellow competitors of color cannot. 
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In episode 1, she struts in to the scene, commanding our attention. A comically large 
white purse, mimicking posh designs, sits on her shoulder, signifying the excessive 
classed dimensions animating Gia’s performance of white womanhood. The classed dimen-
sions punctuated throughout her short stint as she highlights her expensive and extensive 
wardrobe to lesser advantaged queens. She turns and walks toward the camera, taking 
center stage in the “workroom,” where the queens create their garments, allowing the 
mediated audience to take her in. She wears a black-and-white tiger-striped tear-away 
top, black-and-white-striped and rhinestoned 6-inch pumps, large white-rimmed sun-
glasses, her long black hair is snatched back  and pulled up and  into a large  bump  that  
then falls down her back, her look accented with neon-pink nails, sparkly bracelets and earr-
ings. Her bronzed skin ironically highlighting the paleness of her paler undertone. She is 
confident in her bronzed white womanhood and she knows she is sexy. Standing center 
stage, Gia rips away the tear-away-top to reveal a rhinestoned black-and-white zebra-
striped leotard; she then pulls her sunglasses off, the camera narrowing in on her face to 
highlight a soft pink lip and rosy soft cheeks; the zoom-in on her face is slow, focused. 
Save for the Asianness of her face, Gia is “almost white” (Eguchi & Ding, 2017, p. 300). 
To augment the fragility of the White Pinup archetype, dependent upon a white idealized 
body, Gia gestures to classed dimensions constituting white womanhood. 

The shot cuts to Gia in the “confessional room”3 where she describes herself as a “fishy 
girl.” In RuPaul’s drag empire, and in some queer spaces, “fish” signifies passing the dic-
tates of the (white) cishetero gaze. The term is misogynistic, linked through a signifying 
chain that gestures to the image of a cisgender woman through her genitals, suggesting 
they smell of fish; the signifying chain periperformatively presuming, further, a cissexist 
compulsory framing in which fish signifies woman signifies vagina signifies the impossi-
bility of a woman with a penis. Fish, complete with its problematic trappings, reveals an 
important discursive means for navigating whiteness in mediated terrains. In their study 
of gaysian cultures, Han et al. (2014) find that gaysian drag queen performers exploit the 
feminization of Asianness in the white imagination to their own material advantage 
(Arayasirikul & Wilson, 2019). Han (2015, p. 23) elaborates, 

It may not be the physical characteristics of gay Asian drag queens, per se, that contribute to 
the illusion; rather, the inability of white audience members, judges, or other drag queens, to 
see them as anything other than female may be the real illusion. 

That is to say, Gia exploits a discursive slippage from Asianness to fishy-ness to white-
ness. Han’s (2015) insight highlights Gia’s drive to embody white womanhood; 
indeed, Gia punctuates the point in a confessional, passive-aggressively reflecting on 
her competitors: “I don’t like messy queens, I don’t like cheap queens, I don’t like 
manly queens.” Gia is, to all intents and purposes, an almost White Pinup, especially rela-
tive to her competitors whom she frames as manly. In episode 3, for instance, Gia com-
ments on white Australian competitor Courtney Act’s look and performance thus: “I 
didn’t quite cough like a man [referring to Courtney], but, you know, you guys look 
good.” Notably, Courtney is known for her hyper-feminine appearance. After being 
eliminated in episode 5, Gia reflects, punctuating the point: 

I’m upset that there’s other cross-dressers still in there that fucking came to a drag show 
dressed as boys. I mean, if you look up “drag,” drag means dressing up as girls. Not re-
enhancing what you already are, which is a fucking big man. 
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While we argue Gia successfully performs white womanhood through relational means, 
albeit in queer terms, her performance is mediated in racialized terms, to which we turn 
next. 

Orientalizing white womanhood through transmisogyny 

Transmisogyny is a pervasive violence organizing androcentric queer spaces, including 
mediated queer spaces like RPDR, where all contestants are presumed to be – in 2014 – 
non-trans men. At the same time, as we express above, Gia uses relational means to 
embody white womanhood, performing an almost White Pinup archetype. For now, 
the nearness of her Asianness to whiteness serves as an ambiguously slippery space 
enabling the saliency of a trans femme formation to emerge through racialized transmi-
sogyny. Specifically, Gia’s white womanhood is orientalized in transmisogynistic terms. 
Vivacious, a Black contestant, exemplifies our point in the confessional room when she 
describes Gia as a “ladyboy in or out of geish.4” The shot cuts to Gia strutting away from 
the camera/audience, her body exposed as she sashays away, masking her Asian face 
(Eguchi & Ding, 2017). In this brief and insightful utterance, Vivacious accomplishes 
a couple of things. First, she collapses Asian difference, suggesting a unified orientalist 
front through which to make sense of Gia. And second, she projects racialized and 
hypersexualized gendered locations on to Gia’s body. This brief passing comment cap-
tures the mediated terrain that constrains Gia’s embodiment of white womanhood in 
racialized terms. We will turn first to the ladyboy then close this subsection implicating 
the geish. 

Ladyboy signifies the figural image of the hyper-feminine Asian “male” subject who is, 
more accurately, trans feminine. The figural image of the ladyboy is derived of the hyper-
sexualization of trans feminine subjects (notably throughout the Pacific) for whom sex 
work is a pre-condition for survival. They are, as a result, often depicted in terms that 
satiate a Western (cishetero) sex-tourist’s gaze, seeking to dominate exotic bodily terrains 
(Juang, 2006). Fetishized as exotic women with dicks, “ladyboy” marks an “overlapping 
relationship between her race/ethnicity and her trans womanhood” (Buggs, 2020, p. 260; 
Operario et al., 2008). At the top of episode 4, Gia and fellow competitors remove their 
drag personae. Feeling body-confident, out of geish, Gia basks in femme’s eroticism 
(Buggs, 2020; Lorde, 1984/2007). She undoes her long thick black hair, which then 
falls down her back. Latinx contestant Bianca Del Rio agitatedly asks, her face expressing 
disgust, “are you in a White Snake [1970s English hard rock band] video? What are you 
doing over there?” Gia responds, verbally pushing back, basking in her femme: “I’m 
feeling my oats, let me feel my oats,” she continues rubbing her bronzed skin, and 
chest, unbothered by Bianca’s femmephobia. Hoskin (2017, p. 100) argues, femmephobia 
attempts to “turn an active (femme) subject into a passive object.” Bianca’s commentary 
– a moment among many, edited and highlighted by media producers – points to the 
gendered edges blending whiteness with Asianness in cisheteropatriarchal terms: 
sexual pacification and domination of femme, even on a series capitalizing on femme. 

While Gia never explains what it means to feel her oats – a sign of racialized gender 
unintelligibility, perhaps – her pushback to Bianca reveals an embracing of her own 
(unintelligible) racialized gender that refuses to succumb to the transmisogynistic com-
mentary wrought by men who discipline femme eroticism, and by men who understand 
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femininity as a performance as opposed to a felt experience (Hayward, 2017). The scene 
continues as the camera narrows in and on Gia, who stands by herself, next to her ward-
robe rack – her clothing is off, her makeup is on – she begins to ask of no one in particu-
lar, in an orientalized accent: “you ladyboy?” Gia is framed as hysterical, crazy; that is, she 
is constituted as “woman” through misogynistic disciplinary means. Though, Gia’s self-
orientalization, even if it is mediated as “crazy,” is not necessarily original. 

As part of Han’s (2015) larger study of gaysian cultures, he turned to representations 
of AA drag queens in early seasons of RPDR. He found that AA drag queens self-orien-
talized, effectively racializing themselves in ways that pre-satiate a white Western gaze. 
Han (2015, p. 45) elaborates, “[T]heir racialized self presentations take on a particularly 
orientalist tone, mismatching different Asian cultures and conflating Asians with AA. 
Doing so wins them accolades from the judges, furthering their progress in the compe-
tition.” Returning to episode 1 above – when Gia struts in, commanding our attention – 
punctuates our point. Gia struts over to the contestants, plopping her comically large 
purse onto the workroom table, saying by way of a greeting, “Just got off the boat. 
You know, little trip from Asia. Just landed like fresh tilapia.” Here, Gia’s self-orientaliz-
ing introduction collapses ethnic distinctions while belittling her own Asianness by char-
acterizing herself as fresh tilapia – fish, yes, but of a cheap and generic variety. In this 
regard, we might suggest Gia’s means of navigating the whiteness mediating RPDR is 
to embrace the abjection of Asia-ness in the Western imaginary even as she ironically 
aspires toward and embodies a classed form of white womanhood. 

To close our analysis, we return once more to Vivacious’ words above describing Gia 
as ladyboy in or out of geish. Geish signifies less Gia’s Japanese ethnicity than it does a 
costume one dons at will: … in or out of geish. We have yet to explicitly name Gia’s Japa-
nese-ness precisely because she does as well, preferring to self-orientalize (of course, this 
also reflects filmed content shaped by producers). Nonetheless, we are left with an orien-
talized pan-Asian subject whose queer gender is the source of focus and ridicule save for 
one scene. In episode 4, while the queens are readying their make-up and outfits, Bianca 
looks up and over to Gia asking: “Gia, what are some of your talents as a child besides 
tucking your weenie in the middle of the night?” Here, Bianca asks an important huma-
nizing question, while highlighting Gia’s hyper-sexualized difference (e.g., ladyboy). 
More than that, Bianca’s question signifies the normalization (and recognition?) of 
Gia’s transness in motion away from manhood, even though transness is never explicitly 
named or identified in white identity terms. Gia responds to Bianca describing her life-
long participation in kabuki theater. She adds, “In Japan, kabuki theater is all men, but we 
wouldn’t, like, get tucked and like put boobs on, and stuff like that.” Here, Gia gestures to 
an orientalized trans femme formation in which the bio-logics organizing Western cor-
poreal criteria are disregarded such that “woman” need not be defined by genitals nor 
breasts. Rather, Western gendered distinctions are arbitrary in this orientalist framing 
in which all subjects are ultimately feminized. 

The scene cuts to Gia in the confessional room, now serving as a liberalized intercul-
tural pedagogical site, in which she professes: “In my culture, it’s not a gay thing. So, even 
straight men do it. It’s an art.” While Gia refers to kabuki as part of “my culture,” she 
never explicitly identifies as Japanese nor as Japanese American so much as she identifies 
with Japan-ness. Born in Chicago, Illinois, Gia is Japanese American and we could say 
that “my culture” references a uniquely Asian American experience that draws on the 
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ancient art of kabuki – itself an art form imbued with a history of gendered regulation 
and sexual violence (Isaka, 2015) – in a U.S. context. The critical historical nuances con-
stituting kabuki are left unaddressed, perhaps as indicators of a mythos to which Gia’s 
sense of “my culture” does not resonate. While media producers capitalize on orientalist 
framings of Gia’s “culture,” and while contestants and audiences gain a more complex 
picture of Gia’s life as a queer feminine AA person, Gia gestures to a space in which 
she has encountered affirmation of her racialized gender difference. That is, it is 
through kabuki in a U.S. context that Gia has come to a sense of gendered self. 

The shot cuts back to Gia in the workroom who shares pictures of herself, “This is like 
when I would do the boy roles. And this is when I would do the fish role.” Fellow contest-
ants fawn over the pictures, punctuating the naturalness of Gia’s femininity. Here, 
however, Gia refuses the racialized gender binary in a way that distinguishes her child-
hood as one navigating “boy” and that of “fish.” We argue that the boy/fish binary that 
Gia draws on performs a distinct AA trans femme formation that refuses normative bio-
logics constitutive of white womanhood as well as embracing the hypersexualized and 
hyperfeminized trappings that constrain gaysian men. It is this dis/orienting perform-
ance that closes our essay. 

Dis/orienting racialized gender 

Gia offers a “messy” representation of AA transness, and that is precisely why she sits at 
the center of our analysis, which implicates white cisheteropatriarchy undergirding 
liberal inclusionary gestures (Eguchi, 2019, p. 31; LeMaster & Stephenson, 2021). To 
this we, first, refused spectacular trans arrivals as that seen in Gia’s 2018 entrance as 
the first out transsexual woman drag competitor in RuPaul’s drag empire. In turn, we, 
second, looked to her 2014 entrance not for transness in white terms, but for the ways 
ambiguity possibilizes transness. To trace this process, and our argument, we made 
two discursive moves. First, we audienced Gia’s performance of white womanhood 
arguing that she embodies an almost White Pinup. Second, we analyzed the mediated 
production of an orientalizing lens that renders Gia’s almost White Pinup performance 
in racialized transmisogynistic terms. The resulting AA trans femme formation – consti-
tuted through racialized transmisogyny rather than through individuated identity means 
– performs a dis/orienting blueprint for evading white cisheteropatriarchy’s interpellat-
ing grasp. 

Nakayama (2012) theorized “dis/orientation” as a dialectical process particular to AA. 
On one end of the dialectic are AA and on the other are non-AA. When placed in tension 
– AA whose historic presence in America is erased by non-AA’s refusal to accept Asian-
ness as anything other than foreign – the dialectic “constructs identity positions that 
rarely correspond” to where/how AA think they are performing (Nakayama 2012, 
p. 22). The dialectic incommensurability between Gia’s almost White Pinup performance 
and the figural image of the ladyboy produce a dis/orienting identity position that is 
reliant less on identity markers than it is on navigating racialized transmisogyny. Graft-
ing the two, we might term this incommensurable AA trans femme non-identity an 
“almost White Fish” formation, one that is incommensurable with the mediated dictates 
of white womanhood, the mediated image of the good transsexual, typified represen-
tations of gaysian men, and hypersexualized representations of Asian women. The 
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almost White Fish is trans femme and refuses the respectable white bio-logics constitut-
ing womanhood in the (white cishetero) popular imaginary. 

Gia’s trans femme performance is thus resistant, realized in “deviations from patriar-
chal norms of femininity” (Hobson, 2020; Hoskin, 2021, p. 10). Gia’s trans femme per-
formance draws on misogyny – the discursive use of fish effectively disidentifying 
whiteness’ hegemonic grasp on “femininity” – while refusing the whiteness of gender 
intelligibility (Glover, 2016). Further, the almost White Fish embraces the hyper-sexua-
lization of Asian women while embodying the feminine excesses used to delimit 
gaysian men (Shimizu, 2007). Gia reveals trans femme of color to be untethered to racia-
lized cisheteronormative assumptions of embodiment, including “sex organ dichotomies 
or reproductive performance” (Shelton, 2018, p. 27) – rather, trans femme of color is 
deliberate and centers relational survival against racist and phobic publics. Said quite 
differently, our analysis reveals the incommensurability of Gia’s whiteness to be con-
strained not by her “maleness” so much as by her orientalized gender that renders an 
unruly, non-respectable trans femme of color formation to which we should all aspire. 

Gia is eliminated from the competition in episode 5. RuPaul dismisses her as she does 
every queen: “Sashay away.” Gia sashays down the runway, stopping at the end. She 
pivots and turns back toward the mediated stage and says to the remaining competitors, 
“You guys are all still dudes.” She walks off the set, the competitors and judges silenced, 
dis/oriented by Gia’s performance of (Asian American trans) femme which is anything 
but model, nor, for that matter, ladylike. Her performance of trans femme, in the words 
of Lewis (2012, p. 105), “endeavors to interrupt” the white cisheteropatriarchal organiz-
ing logics on which the series relies for pacifying Asianness. In turn, Gia embraces femme 
sans the dictates of white womanhood while ironically drawing on the same white scripts 
to render her Asian body intelligible enough to pass the dictates of a white cis-centric 
queer production working in service of increasing its own inclusion in to global econ-
omic flows. This is where trans femme departs most notably from the queer femme for-
mations RuPaul exploits. Namely, whereas femininities are tethered to masculinities, 
trans femme is detached, spinning away, performing a repetition with a critical differ-
ence, “a swagger of beauty, pleasure, and unruliness that struts across time and place” 
(Lewis, 2012, p. 106). Gia is not so much a woman as she is not a man. Indeed, she is 
fish. An almost White Fish. 

Notes 

1. Not to be confused with her everyday persona: Gia Keitaro Ichikawa. Gia is a fourth gener-
ation (Yonsei) Japanese American who does not speak Japanese, nor do her parents. In an 
interview with JPy Magazine, Gia explains, 

Ichikawa is my last name and Keitaro is my middle name … and [a]lthough Keitaro 
was the name my parents assigned to their “son,” and I am now their daughter, it still 
feels good to be reminded of exactly who I am (JPy, 2018, p. 30). 

Gia’s connection to Japan is through a signifying chain that relies on positive affective 
attachment to subjective trans identity rather than historically sedimented flows of U.S. 
imperial power in the shape of mid-20th Century internment, for instance, pressing 
many Japanese families to distance themselves from their Japaneseness, including naming 
practices. 
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2. Lang/Levitsky (2021) traces femme, locating its emergence in two U.S. queer worlds: dyke-
bars and ballrooms – with dyke-bars tending toward whiteness and ballrooms working to 
keep femmes of color alive. Dyke-bar femmes, while appearing feminine, worked against 
“normative femininity and conventional womanhood” placing them in broad motion 
away from (white) womanhood (Lang/Levitsky 2021, p. 5). Conversely, ballroom femme 
marks but “one position among many, one place to stand as a performer and as a person 
in the world” (Lang/Levitsky 2021, p. 5; Bailey, 2013). As femmes of color navigating 
racist publics, survival is communally realized. Ballroom femmes mark those moving in 
motion away from white womanhood, including the Western bio-logics used to assess cor-
poreal intelligibility. Enriched by these histories, we use trans femme of color to describe our 
kin of color moving in motion away from both white womanhood and, distinctly, white 
manhood, including those assigned “male” at birth. 

3. The confessional room is an isolated space where contestants openly reflect on the compe-
tition; producers direct conversational responses, which are then edited to advance storyline 
arcs (Fox, 2019). 

4. Geish is shorthand for geisha. 
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